
 

iOS Soft Dev Pack is a set of tools necessary to develop applications on the iOS platform. Though there are numerous ways of
developing an app, this is one of the most comprehensive and easiest to use packages on the market. This package gives you
access to lots of functionality that will help you develop your application with ease. It includes "Apple’s Xcode IDE", which is
rich with tools that are designed specifically for the development process. That means no more need for additional software
required to compile your app! You also have access to Apple's Instruments, which are used for profiling and debugging your
apps so they run as efficiently as possible on mobile devices. The testing process is made much easier with the set of tools that
come with iOS Soft Dev Pack. Not only can you test your application on an emulator, but you can also test it on actual
hardware, which is ideal for debugging and finding specific bugs and glitches. iOS Soft Dev Pack also comes with a great set of
documentation and tutorials so you’ll be able to learn how to develop apps without any previous knowledge or experience. Below
is a list of apps that can be produced with the tools available: - App Store Appearance: Appearance and style for you App Store
listing. - UIPreload: Allows you to load your app's images and video assets directly from the Content Library, thus providing a
powerful method for saving and loading assets. - Xcode: A toolset that allows you to create, test, and deploy iOS apps. It also
includes support tools such as Instruments for profiling and debugging apps. - iOS Simulator: A tool designed specifically for
developing apps on real devices. It replicates the physical device and allows for rapid development and testing. - iOS
Provisioning: Tool designed to help you create and distribute iOS apps and register them on the App Store. - Development:
Tools for developing your app, including documentation, tutorials, and other resources. - Xcode Asset Catalog: In previous
versions of the toolset, this was called "File System Provider". It allows you to manage all of your assets within a single location
for easier access. - Xcode Command Line Interface (CLI): Command line interface that allows you to automate tasks related to
Xcode. - Xcode Tricks: Collection of developer tips and tricks from the developer community. #UPDATE 12/28/2012 #The ios
soft dev pack have been updated to the latest version of the xcode. You can get it here: http://bit.ly/XCode2012 #UPDATE
11/09/2012# Now also a completely updated xcode is available via this link: http://bit.ly/XCode2012 released on November 9th
2012. #IMPORTANT # The update instructions in the following chapter were previously written for XCode 3.1 (which was
used to create softDevPack) but this version (4.
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